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Attack Path
Management Services

360° Security Packages from SITS Group

With our Attack Path Management Services packages, we offer you the  
essential security upgrade for your business and a true time saver for your 
admins: Change the way you evaluate cyber risk, from initial setup to ongo-
ing 24/7 maintenance and instant remediation. See which of our four pro-
tection tiers fits your business.

One of the greatest threats in any IT environment is the unknown: 
Every infrastructure has inherent weaknesses that won’t be revealed 
until it’s too late – such flaws are hard to spot with feasible efforts. In 
some scenarios it’s a true cat-and-mouse game as admins might 
be fully aware of such flaws but lack the resources to fix them all. 
Your staff cannot (and should not) focus their attention on identify-
ing every possible vulnerability or staying up to date on emerging 
threats on an hourly basis. Enter XM Cyber.

Ransomware, cyber-attacks, and malware –the culprit for IT secu-
rity incidents is often one singular, small entry point: All it takes is for 
the weakest chain in your system to be breached and the attacker 
is inside the perimeter, gaining elevated privileges along the way. 
According to XM Cybers internal research, it often takes intruders just 
four steps to get access to 94% of critical company resources.

The Threat Unknown
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Swiss IT Security Group + XM Cyber = 360° Security a la carte

Setting up the XM Cyber platform is the first step towards attack prevention: Our Attack 
Path Management Services suite is available in four tiers, covering basic setup, configura-
tion, and training whilst our top tier offers 24/7 monitoring and remediation.

To start things off, our Onboarding tier ensures a tailor-made installation of XM Cyber to 
offer round-the-clock protection for your business. Bronze gives you attack simulations, 
staff trainings so your IT can manage and react to threats, as well as our helpdesk for sup-
port and key concerns.
Our Silver tier takes things further by offering remediation management on top: Swiss IT 
Security Group experts help you monitor critical processes and apps to fix vulnerabilities 
before they become actual threats.
Gold offers 24/7 monitoring from Swiss IT Security Group: Our own Attack Path Taskforce 
keeps optimizing your IT and implements solutions on the fly. Our service suites in detail:

Bronze Silber GoldOnboarding

Silber plus

· High Risk Incident and  
  Response

· Automation of actions and
  integration with Incident
  Management

Bronze plus

· Remediation Management

· Integration with Security
  Processes

· Tenant Setup

· Tenant Management

· Application Management

· Expert Training

Test

Test Plan & Test Results
Solution Design &

Integration Document

Plan, Design & Build

Tenant & Agent Health and
Performance Report

Tenant Management

· Review customer requirements

· Validate solution scope

· Setup tenant

· Advise on sensor deployment

· Support customer with configuring 
  the solution and its integration into 
  the environments that are in scope

· Grant users & privileges

· Ensure that data is being received 
  from sensors

· Validate solution deployment

· Confirm simulations in all 
  environmentsn

· Review users and privileges 

· Confirm communications

· Certify that simulated attacks
  are running

· Monitor sensor health and upkeep

· Monitor tenant performance,
  capacity, availability

· Perform upgrades

· Monitor customer-specific integrated 
  components and interfaces

Remediation Playbook

Remediation Management &
Integration

Simulation Plan, Simulation 
Outcome & Analysis

Application Management &
Training

Documentation

High Risk Incident and
Response & Discovery Services

· Define scope for continuous attack 
  simulation scenario

· Run continuous attack simulation 
  scenario

· Analyse attack simulation outcome

· Action recommendations

· Provide operational support

· Proactive initiative in case of environ-
  ment changes on the customer site

· Expert Training

· Review suggested countermeasures

· Tailor the final set of recommenda-
  tions to organisational context

· Define remediation playbooks

· Govern remediation implementation

· Review and adopt existing security 
  processes

· Align with ISMS risk management 
  team

· Define automated actions

· Integrate actions into incident 
  management process

· Immediate support in case of new
  high scored vulnerabilities

· 24/7 support

The Attack Path Management platform unveils the weakest links in 
your companies IT chain. The all-in-one dashboard uses XM Cybers 
sensors, which are installed across your infrastructure, and show 
vulnerabilities from an intruder’s perspective. It helps protect critical 
resources while freeing up your internal resources.  

The Solution – A Hackers Vantage Point

Overview service packages

This product data sheet dives into XM Cyber and how it safeguards 
your IT with 15 patents under its belt.
Below we’ll explore how our Attack Path Management service suite 
supports your daily operations and how you can choose between 
various tiers, tailored to your needs.
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The Result: Tailor-made protection for your IT

Our packages fully integrate Attack Path Management and continu-
ous monitoring into your environment, ready-to-use and monitored 
by Swiss IT Security Group. We’ll support you from implementation to 
threat mitigation:

 � A strong security strategy setup using XM Cyber to see how atta-
ckers could penetrate your systems and build effective shields.

Bronze Silber GoldOnboarding

Silber plus

· High Risk Incident and  
  Response

· Automation of actions and
  integration with Incident
  Management

Bronze plus

· Remediation Management

· Integration with Security
  Processes

· Tenant Setup

· Tenant Management

· Application Management

· Expert Training

Test

Test Plan & Test Results
Solution Design &

Integration Document

Plan, Design & Build

Tenant & Agent Health and
Performance Report

Tenant Management

· Review customer requirements

· Validate solution scope

· Setup tenant

· Advise on sensor deployment

· Support customer with configuring 
  the solution and its integration into 
  the environments that are in scope

· Grant users & privileges

· Ensure that data is being received 
  from sensors

· Validate solution deployment

· Confirm simulations in all 
  environmentsn

· Review users and privileges 

· Confirm communications

· Certify that simulated attacks
  are running

· Monitor sensor health and upkeep

· Monitor tenant performance,
  capacity, availability

· Perform upgrades

· Monitor customer-specific integrated 
  components and interfaces

Remediation Playbook

Remediation Management &
Integration

Simulation Plan, Simulation 
Outcome & Analysis

Application Management &
Training

Documentation

High Risk Incident and
Response & Discovery Services

· Define scope for continuous attack 
  simulation scenario

· Run continuous attack simulation 
  scenario

· Analyse attack simulation outcome

· Action recommendations

· Provide operational support

· Proactive initiative in case of environ-
  ment changes on the customer site

· Expert Training

· Review suggested countermeasures

· Tailor the final set of recommenda-
  tions to organisational context

· Define remediation playbooks

· Govern remediation implementation

· Review and adopt existing security 
  processes

· Align with ISMS risk management 
  team

· Define automated actions

· Integrate actions into incident 
  management process

· Immediate support in case of new
  high scored vulnerabilities

· 24/7 support

 � Clear savings on internal resource, mistakes, and pitfalls. Let our 
experts take care of your IT security.
 � Maximum security – Our Attack Path Management Services suite 
boosts IT defenses measurably.

The packages in detail
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